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Measuring misallocation (especially without a structural
model) is hard. No o¤ the shelf reliable procedure.
TFPR, MPRK, pro…tability or productivity?
Dispersion in TFPR: useful statistic, but strong assumptions
for it to be a model-based measure of misallocation.
Useful to exploit more the richness of the micro data.
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A growing …rm with pro…table opportunities and potential to
create a lot of jobs likely has lower TFPR than a "stagnant"
monopolist.
Who are these MRPK …rms? What do they do with the
additional credit? Do they grow? Do they create jobs?
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I What do Zombie …rms do with the money? Can use micro-level
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I Excessive lending to zombies could lower

rather than increase dispersion.

τ K si ) might reduce
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CT, SST are part of a growing literature:
1. Fantastic datasets: Individual Loan Level data, Bank level variables,
Firm level balance sheets.

2. Identify credit supply shocks.
3. Credit Shocks ) Firm level real e¤ects ) misallocation/aggregate
implications.

I Very interesting papers.
I Step 3 tricky, useful to have a structural model and/or exploit more

the richness of micro data.

